Call for Abstracts for the Young Researchers Science Slam
On behalf of the EAPM Special Interest Group “Young Researchers”, we invite young researchers
(students, residents, PhD students, and Post Docs) to submit their scientific work for our Young
Researchers Science Slam.
The Young Researchers Science Slam will give young researchers the opportunity to present their
research in a brief, more informal, passionate, and catchy way. It will be your chance to convince a
broad audience why your research matters and why we should all care about it.
Please submit your abstract to EAPM.youngresearchers@uke.de.
Submission deadline is February 24, 2018.
Abstracts can be submitted using one of the following formats:
1. Written abstract
- Title of the Symposium (i.e.,Young Researchers Science Slam)
- Title of the abstract
- Names and institutions of all authors
- E-mail address of the corresponding author
- The structure of the abstract is open, the abstract should explain why you are passionate
about your work, and show the innovative aspect of your findings. You can also provide
graphs or figures.
- No longer than 250 words
- Please submit your document as pdf
2. Video abstract
- Instead of a written abstract, you can submit a brief, 2-4 minutes video of yourself
explaining your research. Smartphone quality is fine.
- The video abstract should explain why you are passionate about your work and show the
innovative aspect of your findings.
Please provide the following additional information in a pdf file:
- Title of the Symposium (i.e.,Young Researchers Science Slam)
- Title of the abstract
- Names and institutions of all authors
- E-mail address of the corresponding author

Who we are:
The EAPM Special Interest Group "Young Researchers" aims to connect young European scientists in
the field of psychosomatic medicine, foster academic exchange, increase visibility of innovative
research performed by young researchers, and to be a voice of the emerging young scientists.
Young researchers (students, residents, PhD students and Post Docs) are highly welcome to join the
group by signing up for our mailing list (EAPM.youngresearchers@uke.de), or writing Isabel Winter of
the EAPM administrative office (contact@eapm.eu.com).
For the next EAPM meeting in Verona we have planned the above-mentioned Science Slam and an
informal Get Together. In addition, a Special Interest Group meeting for all young investigators
interested in becoming involved will take place. During the meeting all young investigators will have
the chance to propose new ideas for future activities. We look forward meeting you and are available
for any questions and suggestions.
On behalf of the group:
Miriam Depping (m.depping@uke.de) and Meike Shedden Mora (m.shedden-mora@uke.de).
(University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany)

